**Why Practice Collaborative Care?**

Collaborative care (CoCM) is beneficial to primary care providers (PCPs) and their patients because it offers better medical care, access to psychiatry experts, helps with challenging patient cases, and team collaboration.

1. **Established Evidence Base**
   CoCM has a robust evidence base of over 80 randomized controlled trials and has been shown to be the best approach to treating depression in many populations and settings.

2. **Better Medical Outcomes**
   CoCM is linked to better medical outcomes for patients with diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and chronic arthritis.

3. **Help with Challenging Patient Cases**
   Many challenging cases likely have patients with untreated or undertreated behavioral health conditions. Behavioral health providers do the follow-up and intervention tasks that a busy PCP doesn’t have time to do, but make a big difference for patients.

4. **Faster Improvement**
   A 2016 retrospective study at Mayo Clinic found that the time to depression remission was 86 days in a CoCM program while in usual care it was 614 days.

5. **It Takes a Team**
   CoCM uses an enhanced care team to provide a population based, treat-to-target approach to care. Through shared care planning, the team makes proactive changes in treatment to make sure that no patients fall through the cracks.